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Dear Reader

F

or 10 years, the state of
Washington has engaged all
interest groups in a conversation,
known as Timber Fish Wildlife,
that has helped decide the future of its
forests. o one would say this process is
perfect, but it has made some progress in
reforming Washington's forest practices.
In Oregon, nothing remotely resembles Timber Fish Wildlife. Instead, forest

EDITORIAL
policies for state and privately owned
woodlands are largely determined by the
industry itself. For many years, the Board
of Forestry and Department of Forestry
have done the industry's bidding.
In recent weeks, State Forester Jim
Brown and his staff have sunk to a new
low by denying, in the wake of five
deaths, the well-established relationship
between clearcut logging on steep slopes
and landslides. It is true chat landslides
occur in wooded areas. But landslides on
heavily logged slopes occur more frequently, with more severe consequences.
Brown has tried to dupe the public
into doubting this relationship, suggesting
"vigorous geotechnical investigations" are
needed. He is acting like a cheap lawyer
representing a con artist. We agree with
many Oregonians, including Tim
Hermach of the Native Forest Council,
who have called on Gov. John Kitzhaber
to fire Brown. If, as the governor's natural
resources assistant, Paula Burgess, maintains, the governor does not have that
authority, Kitzhaber still could use the
moral authority of his post to insist that
the Board of Forestry enact strict limits
on logging on steep slopes.
Brown's vision for Oregon forests has
led to excessive, cut-and-run logging,
extinctions, near extinctions, job losses
and community crises, along with strong
timber industry profits. And now deaths.
We're not sure how Jim Brown could be
comfortable with that. We trust the public, and Gov. Kitzhaber, are not.
Correction: Additional photo credits
for January's "Drawing the Line," how
the Haisla nation is saving a British
Columbia, are warranted: Page 7,
Kowesas Valley: Michael Pollock; Page 8,
test hole in cedar tree: Dana Lepofsky;
Page 9, off-channel habitat, Robert
Wisseman. In addition, the map
"Perspective View of the Kowesas
Watershed" on Page 8 is by Michael
Mertens, Interrain Pacific.
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Big Juneau Gold Mine Stopped
by Paul Koberstein
ectled by prospectors in the
1880s, Alaska's capitol city of
Juneau, Alaska, first made its
fortune in gold. Politics came
much lacer.
Juneau's gold rush began when a
Tlingit chief told prospectors about
nuggets in Gold Creek, which runs
through the middle of present-day
downtown. The prospectors found a
motherlode
in the side of 4,000-fooc
Mount Roberts, directly above the narrow Juneau townsite, which is pinched
on the other side by the Inland
Passage. Over nearly 50 years, they
removed 3.5 million ounces of gold,
plus lesser amounts of silver and lead.
The mine, officially known as the
Alaska-Juneau Gold Mining Co., or AJ, closed in 1944, its work force depleted as miners left for the military. Local
city and industry officials predicted
that, one day, A-J would reclaim its
place among Alaska's largest operating
gold mines.
But that day likely will never
come. On January 14, in an announcement that stunned
Alaskans,
the
mine's current owner, the Denverbased Echo Bay Mining Ltd., said it
will abandon the site, despite investing

S

$110 million over 11 years. Originally,
the company hoped to begin operations by 1988, but a series of environmental problems kept it closed. Echo
Bay didn't anticipate changing environmental values in Southeast Alaska.
The public opposed Echo Bay's
initial plan to use cyanide acid to separate the gold from its ore. The public
also protested Echo Bay's early plans to
designate scenic Sheep Creek Valley,
located nearby, as a dump for mine tailings, all laced with cyanide. But the
EPA decided 18 months ago that
cyanide
heap-leach mining posed
unacceptable
risks to downstream
waters and to the Juneau water supply
itself, an underground source fed by
Gold Creek.
The company then proposed to
separate the gold elsewhere, and bury
mine tailings under water, in the Taku
Inlet south of Juneau. But this plan
would have required a special exemption co pass muster with the Clean
Water Act. The EPA was still reviewing
this plan when the closure decision
came down, but opposition
had been
mounting. The burial of 10 square
miles of inlet bottom would have damaged one of Southeast Alaska's most
productive crab, halibut and salmon
habitats, according to the Alaska Clean

The Alaska-Juneau mine dumped mine tailings in scenic Sheep Creek Valley before the EPA
told it to stop.

Water Alliance in Haines. Five species
of wild salmon that migrate in the Taku
River through Alaska and British
Columbia
waters would have been
affected. More than 100 Alaskan and
national
organizations
petitioned
President
Clinton co block the rule

change. Gershon Cohen, director of
the Alaska Clean Water Alliance, says
such a rule could affect ocher places
where mines are proposed, because it
"could be expanded to impact rivers,
streams and lakes, as well as extend
FIELD
NOTES
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Wanted: Straight Talk on the Interior Columbia Basin

GROUND

TRUTH ING
By Kathie Durbin

just finished reading Robin Cody's Voyt1geof a Summer Sun, the Portland writer's
account of a 1,200-mile canoe trip down the full length of the Columbia River in
1990. It's quite a yam: adventure tale, history lesson and detailed ob ervation of the
state of the Columbia River Basin, all wrapped into one evocative narrative of Cody's
self-described "voyage of discovery."
Those looking for a deeper understandCOMMENTARY
ing of how humans have altered the great
I
River of the West and the vast domain it
drains could scare with Cody's book. Quietly, without proselytizing and with only occasional flashes of anger, Cody lets us see
how, in little more than a century, logging,
livestock grazing, irrigation, dams and
nuclear weapons development have utterly
transformed this arid land.
Cody provides more answers than the
government has delivered after three years
in its new $36 million scudy of the Interior
Columbia Basin. A key pare of this mammoth federal land planning document, the
Integrated Scientific Assessment, was unveiled in December. Drawn from the work of
more than 300 scientists and resource specialists, it's supposed to describe the condition of 144 million acres - 225,000 square miles - in eastern Oregon, eastern
Washington, Idaho, western Montana and pares of evada, Utah and Wyoming, and to
guide future management of 77 million acres overseen by the Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management in the basin.
Unforcunacely, the Scientific Assessment and a companion "Framework" document are virtually unreadable. A~ a journalist who has waded through countless scientific scudies and environmental impact statements, striving mightily to translate their
most important concepts into plain English, I have a high tolerance for government jargon. Bue after a couple of hours crying to get through discussions of "Composite
Ecological Integrity" and "Social and Economic Resiliency," Iser the documents aside
in disgust.
Denzel Ferguson, a scientist and outspoken

I

opponent of cattle grazing on public lands, had the same reaction. In a recent letter he
reminded Forest Service and BLM officials chat President Clinton had directed them
in 1993 to "develop a scientifically sound and ecosystem-based strategy for management of Eascside forests." The project's mission, urgent then and even more urgent
now, was to halt and if possible reverse management practices chat have left the basin's
forests weakened and vulnerable to fire and insects, crowded native grasses from the
public range, and driven wild salmon and bull trout to near extinction.
"President Clinton is a masterful communicator, and his directive was simple, perfectly clear, wise, and sensible," Ferguson wrote. "However, if the President were to
sit down and read cwo recent documents .... I
believe he would explode in apoplexy upon
learning how his unambiguous command has
resulted in verbiage resembling the incantations
of a witch doctor. Communication does not end
with sending out a message - it must be
received and understood!"
In a discussion of timber, for instance, the
document says: "An ecosystem based approach
to timber harvest places greater emphasis on outcomes in areas treated than on volumes of timber extracted (chat is, a focus on area
rather than volume regulation). The implication is that the volumes and mix of species
removed can become a by-produce of achieving goals of stand structure and landscape
patterns."
Translation (I think): Under ecosystem management, logging will be driven not
by the imperative to meet specific timber targets but by the goal of improving forest
health over a specific number of acres.
Those with the patience to slog through the Scientific Assessment will find
important nuggets of information buried within. For example: Scientists were surprised by how little old-growth forest remained: only 17 percent of forested watersheds
in the basin have high ecological integrity, and nearly all of chem are in wilderness
areas. Ten times as much water is withdrawn for irrigation as for public water systems,
industrial use and hydroelectric power generation combined. Logging and mills sup-

Realpolitic may accomplishwhat scientistsand land

managers. who tried to draft a plan offendingno one.
could not.
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for the project. The decision not co
reopen the mine will mean few layoffs
(Echo Bay has only 20 employees in
Juneau), little social disruption, and no
additional environmental damage to
remedy down the road. Echo Bay will
still have to spend $20 million in
cleanup and closure costs, however.
"Good thing it wasn't reopened,"
says Laurie Craig Ferguson
of
Alaskans for Juneau, an organization
that's been fighting the mine since
1989. Ferguson, herself a former miner, though not at the Juneau mine, says
Echo Bay never had broad public support anyway. "The problem with chis is
that it was an urban mine. Juneau is
breathtakingly beautiful, a place at the
edge of the wilderness. It's special here
- cleaner, newer, fresher. Closer to
God, if you want to put it that way."
But the industry is not giving up
on the state. Several projects are proposed throughout che Alaska, including the mammoth Kensington mine 45
miles north of Juneau. The industry is
pushing a "mixing zone" bill in the
Alaska Legislacure chat would make it
easier for mines to use water bodies as
industrial sewers, and the Republican
leaders in Juneau are expected to push
it through.
•
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beyond the dumping of mine tails to
include oil drilling muds and dredge
spoils."
In the end, Echo Bay is saving the
cost of completing
environmental
reviews and preparing the mine for
operations, estimated at $300 million.
Even then, EPA approval of the underwater waste dump plan would have
been uncertain. Instead, the company
said it preferred to invest in reopening
a mine in Canada and another in
Mexico. Echo Bay says the A-J has
proven gold reserves of 3.4 million
ounces, and raises the possibility some
other company could take it over.
But Richard C. Kraus, the company's president and chief executive officer, said the gold in Mount Roberts is

mine tailings under Taku Inlet. shown here. located south of Juneau.

too costly to extract under today's environmental safeguards. "We will not
develop marginal properties," he said
in a press release. "The decision to
write off the A-J is a necessary decision."
Local boosters claimed the Juneau
economy could ill afford the mine's
closure. The Juneau Empire daily
newspaper, which produced a rare
"Extra" edition about the announcement, quoted
one resident who
declared, "If it wasn't for the mines,
Juneau wouldn't
be here." Steve
Gilbertson, Juneau's
lands
and
resources manager, told the Anchorage
Daily News, "Mining is an important
part of Juneau's history, and now
Juneau's joining other communities in
Southeast that have seen their eco-

nomic base eroded." His comment
refers to the recent closure of one large
pulp mill in Sitka and the imminent
closure - of another in Ketchikan (see
'End of An Era: Southeast Alaska
Braces for Life After the Pulp Mills,
Cascadia Times, December 1996). U.S.
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R-AK, said
Echo Bay's decision reflects a "dangerous message to business." And some
proponents cold the Alaska media that
environmental activists should be held
accountable for the decision.
But citizen groups, through lawsuits and appeals, actually may have
performed a big favor for both the
Juneau economy and Echo Bay. They
were the ones who applied the pressure that helped force the company to
rewrite its environmental prescriptions

land in the basin, only one of the seven
alternatives included mapped reserves.
And that alternative called for locking up
land already impacted by Jogging, grazing,
mining and road-building and throwing
away the key. Mose scientists and environmentalists oppose chis approach. What the
abused and overappropriated lands of the
basin require, they say, is active management - obliteration of roads, restoration of
scream banks, thinning of young green
trees in some overstocked stands, and
deliberate burning of range and forest land
where fire has been suppressed for too
long.
It's more likely that the fate of the
basin will be determined in negotiations
between Congress and the Clinton administration over the next four years. And in
those negotiations, there may actually be
reason for optimism. The naked assault on
the federal lands resulting from the 1995
timber salvage rider has backfired. An
extreme new bill introduced by Sen. Larry

Craig, R-ldaho, is finding little support on
Capitol Hill. In fact, none other than
Oregon's own newly elected U.S. Rep. Bob
Smith pronounced Craig's bill a nonstarter
at a recent congressional field hearing in
central Oregon.
Smith was given the chairmanship of
the House Agriculture Committee, which
oversees the Forest Service, in exchange for
coming out of retirement to keep Oregon's
sprawling Second District seat safely in
Republican hands. But some who attended
the January hearing wondered if this was
the same Bob Smith who lashed out at
environmentalists and sided with the most
extreme positions of the timber and ranching industries during his long tenure in
Congress. Smith admitted chat the rider's
sponsors made a big mistake by attaching
language to the salvage rider that allowed
the logging of old-growth forests. That tactic forever poisoned the concept of salvage
logging in the public's mind, he said.
He endorsed a forest health plan a

Landslide
Survivors Sue
Timber
Companies
by Kathie Dztrbin

T

his
winter's
devastating
Northwest landslides in areas
heavily impacted by logging
have timber companies wary, and with
good reason.
In January,
the survivors and

Ground Truthing
continued from page 3
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port 2.5 percent of all jobs in the basin and
cattle grazing upports l percent, while
recreation supports 14.6 percent.
A survey designed to measure public
values found that residents of the basin
ascribed the highest value to the continued
existence of wilderness and roadless areas.
In last place came cattle grazing, which
affects more acres of the basin than any
ocher activity. Yet the Scientific Assessment
consistently downplays the effect of grazing on forest succession, soil health and
salmon spawning habirar..
It's not clear how much impact this
massive exercise in federal land use planning will have on the ground. The rubber
will meet the road lacer this year when the
project releases two draft environmental
impact statements setting out options for
future management. A pre-draft EIS
released last year offered little cause for
optimism. Though every indicator, social
and ecological, points to the need to protect the remaining large chunks of wild

panel of scientists developed for Oregon
Governor John Kitzhaber, which calls for
moving beyond salvage logging to address
decades of mismanagement, and for staying out of roadless areas, at lease for now.
He offered to work with the administration
to craft such a plan. Gordon Smith,
Oregon's newest U.S. senator, who serves
on the Senate Energy and atural
Resources Committee, echoed Bob Smith's
comments.
It's far coo soon to declare a truce over
management of the forests and rangelands
and rivers of the Interior Northwest, Bue
realpolitik may accomplish what scientists
and land managers, who spent three years
trying to draft a plan that would offend no
one, could not.

Kathie Durbin can be reached at ak
durbin@aol.com
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e rates of four people who died in an
avalanche of mud, logs, stumps and
boulders last I o ember fiJed nine lawuits in Douglas County, Oregon, seeking a total of $11.5 million in damages
against Champion Internacional Corp.
and Don Whitaker Logging, Inc.
Champion International
owned the
reep tract of land in the Oregon Coast
Range where the slide originated at the
time it was logged. In 1987. Don
Whitaker Logging was hired by
Champion to log the site. The Oregon
Department of Forestry, which allowed
the logging to proceed in an area
known to be at high risk of landslides,
was not named in the suit.
The plaintiffs assert chat the companies were negligent in logging the steep
headwall areas above their property; failing to remove la h and debris from the
hillsides, cutting trees in the path of the
potential lide, and logging in a way rhac
disturbed soil and dislodged rocks.
"Defendant knew, or in thee rercise of
reasonable care should have known, that
their conduce ... created a foreseeable
and unreasonable risk of harm" to the
lives and propercy of chose living below,
the lawsuit contends.
Meanwhile, Pacific Lumber Co. of
Scotia, California, has approached even property owners whose homes were
destroyed by a December 31 mud tide
about buying their property outright to
avoid lawsuirs. The cost, according to
the San Jose Mercurv-News
could
approach $3 million.
.
A wall of mud a mile long and 100
yard, wide poured down steep hillsides
into Stafford. a mall town along
Highway 101 about 20 miles ouch of
Eureka, on
ew Year's Eve.
o one
wa injured in the slide, but four hou es and three mobile home' were
destroyed.
Pacific Lumber cue 63
acre· in the hills above Stafford in
1993, removing second-growth redwoods and Douglas-firs on slopes chat
in some areas exceeded 70 percent in
. ome area . according to the Mercuryews.
Pacific Lumber, be t known for its
controversial plan to log old-growth
redwood in it Headwater Forest,
maintain that earthquakes, not its logging wa responsible for the damage.
President John Campbell noted that
the area experienced
three major
earthquakes in 1992 and that dozens of
·fide occurred throughout Humboldt
County afcer heavy December rains,
many on land chat had never been
logged.
In Washington, meanwhile a family of four on Bainbridge Island near
Seattle died on January 19 when a
landslide
pushed their waterfront
house into Puget Sound and buried it
under 2,000 cubic yards of mud. That
slide has not been linked to clearcuttmg.
Environmencali ts in both Oregon
and California have called for tougher
tare laws restricting logging on steep
slopes in the wake of chis winter's
flooding and landslides.
•

Will Cascadia's Leaders Go Baek to Nature?
A Briefing on the New Legislative Season
by Paul Koberstein

T

he arrival of February marks the moment tare
legislatures, and Congressfinally gee down t? business. What S' less certain is whether they will also
find rime in iheir.schedule for nature ..
Few expect the 105th Congress to replicate the last two
years of extreme animosity toward environmental safegbarM. There simply'areri'r enough votes to roll back key
Iaws, or to pass divisive new measures SU(~h as another sal-

W.1~J1~l~fi!:~:o;if;fx~f:::rioc;;.~~!at\!:~~~~t;~~=~
hly will seek incremeneal changes in law, in concert with the
Clinroii administration, resulting in
legislation.
_ . St[tt legislators in Cascadia, however; are more eager to
engage; in battle. Partisan fights He -,
.'
·
-·
·
ahead over fooho salmon restora- •
eioa, giowtfi. manage.
'\
menc,_:,energy deregu;_
-:_
· '
hition/''takings" [egisla- · ,
i,1. \
tion, ,water-- quality and
''
-forest pracrices. ·
ec
Eve~ere,
Iegislarive Kouses are. controlled: by I{epuh1icaR
majorities, · with two
exceptions .. - One is
California, .
where
()emohats
control
both houses. The other is British Columbia,
where. an altogether
different :::- political
landscape exists; The
Legislative' Assembly,
in Vfotoria: doe n 't
meet
until
midMarch, and will be
previewed in the next
issue
of Onscadia
Times. For the remainder, here's a briefing for
the political season:

compromise

Congress
Will 1997 be the year
Congress finally renews che
federal
Endangered
Species Act? The law has
been up for renewal since
1992,,,, and while a majority in
Congress may wane it changed, there's no consensus on
exactly how. The Northwest Ecosystem Alliance of
Bellingham;; Wash., predicts it will be renewed by July, no
less. Sen. Dirk Kemprhorne, R-ID, is finishing a bill tharhe
hopesewill win support from moderate Sen. John Chaffee,
R-RI, chair. of the Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee. Early reports say the bill would seriouslvweaken the Act.
. The climate of compromise in Washington doesn't
mean that some members 01 Congress won't propose
extreme measures, especially lawmakers who received
major· contributions from .industries that would stand co
benefit. if their proposals become law. Good examples are
bills to place a nuclear waste dump in Nevada, and to deregulate electricity. Then there's Sen. Larry Craig, R-ID, who
. will propose a -major rewrite of national forest law chat
would weaken protection for species and limit citizen lawsuits ~d appeals. CNN reported that 23 of out of 28 provisions in the billwere lifted almost word-for-word from a
timber industry proposal.. According to the Center for
Respon ive Politics, Craig's reelection campaign last year
collected $~5,500 from timber industry sources. But Rep.
Bob Smith, R~OR," the 'new chairman of the Hoose
Agriculture Committee, sa,ys Craig s bill has no chance.
,
Many, 5ut ':not· 'all, environmentalists support a bill
backed hy the: group Save America' Forests, based in
Washington, D;Q. The bill W,Ou]d.end logging and road building in-all ancient forests in "the Northwest, all roadless areas
0
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and other specially designated forests across the country. But
Tim Hermaoh of the Native Forest Council in Eugene, Ore.
say the bill should protect all national forest land.
For years, conservationists have "demanded an end to
"corporate welfare," the bandouts that subsidize special
i,l;ltereJtS WQO generally need help the least. Two bipartisan
efforts are now under way to help achieve that goal. On
J?nuary 28,. Rep. John R. Kasich, R-OH, the chairman of
the House Budget Committee, joined Ralph Nader and a
diverse coalition of House and Senate members to release a
''dirtyfdoz~'' list ofcorporate subsidies they said ·should
end. Jhey- also revived a bill to create a corporate subsidy
refornf.corrimissio:n with real clout. The coalition is targeting $11.5 "billion in subsidies, including the Overseas
. !!iivatf!: Investment COTp.,.which gives money to such canse:s as Kelping McDonald's sell french fries in Asia; and the
"~
·
·
Forest, Service's $1.00 million roadbuilding ~ubsidy for pr1\i'ate timber
· companies.
.
.~. .
.
,·'Also 'watch' for a major campaign
to : revive the Land· .and Water
Conservation Fund, '}vhiGh bu'ys
_
land with high.recre.-:-~..
. =aricn
and .. w·rJdlife
.
· values. A recent
•.
,
meeting
.
in
·
· California of eonser// .vation, - recreation
and government leaders devised a traregy to persuade Congress to increase
spending for new lands,
according to the Wilderness
Society. Each year, $900
million in offshore oil and
gas money flow. into the
fund,
but
last
year
Congre s spent only 16
percent of it, the group
says.

Alasba
Alaska s economy has
always relied on oil,
salmon and gold. Now
add water: Republicans
in the legislature want-to
sell
glacial
ice
to
Taiwan.
Bue the resourceba ed economy is far from stable. A downturn in oil revenues. began in 1988, although new development in the
environmentally sensitive Arctic may push revenues up
again by 2000. A portion of oil revenues goes into che state's
Permanent Fund, which has ballooned co $20 billion in
assets,_making it the envy of every state. Every year, half a
million residents get a check drawn from the fund's profits;
last year's was $1,130.68. Many of the srate'sIeaders say
they would cut education before they 'Would reduce the
annual cheek.
_
· Instead, the Legislature will push for corisrruction, :0f
the firsr natural· gas pipeline from the .Arcric. And last
mondi, Gov. Tony Kfiowles, a Democrat, signed an agreemenrwith the Clinton administration char could open a vast
new area io exploration, called the National Petroleum
Reserve-Alaska, or NPR-A. The administration will do an
environmental impact study of the .area, which stretches
along 200 miles of Arctic coastline, west 'of Prudhoe Bay.
Knowles says the reserve could hold 5.5 billion barrels of oil,
hue cnvironrncntali ts are wary of impacts to wildlife.
·
Knowles wanes to-. bail oat the. state's ailing salmon
industi:y. 'hurt by competition from fish farms, and help timber workers hurt bv the closure of two large pulp mills in the
-Panhandle; But
won't try any new environmental initiatives that Republicans might oppose. The party has enough
votes· .to override any veto. Republican leaders such as
House Speaker Gail Phillips (a regular speaker at Wise Use
events throughout the West) are pushing bills chat would
reduce che power of state regulatory agencies. One

he
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provision would prohibit any new regulations that go
further than federal afeguards. Another bill would
legalize industry's use of "mixing zone " - that is,
the practice of using rivers and other water bodies for
diluting pollution. Inside the mixing zone, pollution
wouldn't have to meet federal Clean Water Act standards. "All of a udden," says Sue Schrader of the
Alaska Environmental Lobby, "we may lose the ability to say Alaska fish are superior because our water
is superior."

California
The new House Speaker Cruz Bustamante, a
Central Valley farmer, has waged a two years' campaign to weaken California's Endangered Species
Acc. What' interesting is that Bu tamante is a
Democrat. Now he is in po ition co do something
about it, and hi biggest cheerleader is Gov. Pete
Wilson, a Republican. In his recent 'state of the
state" peech, Wilson's only reference to the environment was a slap at the ESA and a pat on
Bu tamantc's back.
"It gives the kangaroo rat and the fairy shrimp
greater randing in the food chain than the California
farmer," Wilson said. "This year, let's complete the
Speaker's good work by pas ing meaningful reform
of the State Endangered Species Acc."
Gary Patton, a lobbyist with the Planning and
Conservation League, a Sacramento-based environmental group, says he is "guardedly optimi tic" that
significant issues will be addressed, de pire Wilson's
apparent indifference. One bill would preserve oldgrowth redwoods in the Headwaters forest, and a
cask force has been set up to oversee a deal that
would pass the forest from private to public ownership. Other legislation would improve protection for
coastal watersheds. leanwhile, the Legislature must
decide how to spend $995 million approved by voters last fall for the benefit of wildlife.

Idaho
It's been a long time since conservation groups
have been able to make progress in safeguarding
Idaho's environment, says Rick Johnson, e tecutive
director of the Idaho Conservation
League. I 997
won't be the year prospects turn around. The Idaho
Legislature is 85 percent Republican, and, according
to one veteran Boi e pundit, about 60 percent of
them are "nut cases." For example, last year the
Legislature almost passed a bill denigrating global
warming and ozone depletion theories as a big hoax.
"It' a fundamental Idaho reality that if con ervation is going to go forward, we have to work with
the majoric party," Johnson ays. "If we don't, we're
toast."
The pitch his organization makes to Republicans
is simple: if people want an improved quality of life
in Idaho, certain values have to be prote red. "We
have tO appeal to the moderate Republican and help
them under rand that the environment is a populist
i ue," say ICL's lobbyist, [ike Medberry.
ICL is pushing for mining reform, the protection
of' outstanding' water bodies, including the Selway
and Middle Fork Salmon river , and funding to
improve water quality in 962 streams and lakes that
fail to meet federal standard .
Explosive growth is a major problem in Boise,
but there's no sign the Legislature will deal with it.

Montana
Last session, the Montana Legislature relaxed
environmental safeguards for the benefit of the mining industry. This year, mining interests are back for
more. One bill would eliminate penalties for violating mining regulations. Another would weaken a
requirement to reclaim open pit mines.
"It's ugly, and going as predicted," says Jim
Jensen, executive director of the Montana
Environmental Information Center in Helena. "The
mining industry has a golden leash on the Montana
Legislature."
However, the real e tate industry may have an
even better claim. La t month, the Great Falls
Tribune reported that real estate gave more money
co legislati e candidates than any ocher interest
group. Now the Legislature is expected to pass a
"caking " bill favored by real estate. This bill would
require the state to compensate property owner if
any ordinance or law diminishes the value of their
property by 5 percent or more. Efforts to control
growth and pollution would be hampered, Jen en
says.
Another bill favored by real e tare would lower
water quality standards for nitrates, a contaminant in
sewage that, when occurring in drinking water, can
lead co health problems in infants. The bill would
make it easier to build homes with septic systems
that might leak nitrates into public drinking water
supplies.
Jensen say environmental groups are supporting several bill to protect the public interest, but
they have little chance of pas ing.

Oregon
In his "state of the state" speech, Gov. John
Kitzhaber, a Democrat, had more to say about nature
than any other governor in the region. His is
Ca cadia's mo t aggressive environmental agenda,
headlined by the Coastal Salmon Re toration
Initiative, Healthy Streams Partnership, new funding for parks, and an innovative transportation plan
that would tie motor vehicle fees to miles driven.
"For all those who believe that our natural
resource industries, our farmers and ranchers and the
environmental community ha e nothing in common
- you are wrong," he told the Legislature. "In
watershed councils throughout the state they are
working together co literally change the face of
Oregon. I propose v e build on this by creating a natural resource investment account. It will help restore
Oregon's streams co health. le will help farmers and
rancher to be better stewards of the screams on their
property. But mo t importantly, it will give our
salmon, trout and steelhead a fighting chance at
dodging extinction. If we succeed in this most ambitious undertaking we do more than save a specie we help preserve a way of life for thou 'ands of farmers, fi hermen and ochers who make their living off
the land."
Kiczhaber's rivers initiatives together would cost
$40 million a year. Funding, however, would rely on
a propo ed new bottle tax, an idea which Republican
leaders have pronounced dead on arrival. Pares of
Kitzhaber's plans are more palatable to the GOP
because they are based on volunteerism, not new
regulations. But critics claim that even existing weak
laws aren't enforced, and question whether these

A musical tribute to the wildlands and
wildlife of the Western U.S. and Alaska.
Original Country & Folk songs by the Coyote Angels, a cast of
musicians dedicated to preserving the wilderness: Bart Koehler and

new programs will be enough to avoid further damage to salmon and trout populations.
Oregon mu t also find ways to fund its parks system, once a jewel but now falling apart through
neglect.
Jonathan Poisner, the new director of the Oregon
League of Con ervation Voters, says the state's lawmakers are less politically divided than two years
ago, yet he's still pessimistic. "I'd like to think there
may be at least a few areas where we could make
some positive steps, but it's hard to ee where we can
make any major gains. The Oregon Senate is stacked
with folks with very bad records on the environment.
It is hard to see how any good legi lation is going co
get out of there."
.
Some bad law , however, may have a chance of
passing, he says, including one chat would make it
tougher co acquire badly needed water rights for fish.

Washington
ew Gov. Gary Locke a Democrat, ha said little about the environment thus far. In fact, the environment is near the bottom of the Legi lacure's agenda as well. Nonetheless, conservationi t think they
have a friend in Locke, and don't think che
Legislature
will do much damage,
says cott
1erriman,
a lobbyist
with the Washington
Environmental Council.
"We are mo tly in a defen ive mode," lerriman
says. A key issue will be growth. The Legislature
formed a peeial committee to examine bill that
would weaken the state's 1990 Growth Management
Act, and Locke has already said he would go along
with minor changes. But many Republicans want to
gut the law, and one bill from a Spokane enator
would repeal it altogether. "The leadership is not
good on growth," Merriman ays.
The Washington Legislature is likely to approve
a permanent ban on off-shore oil drilling. Experts say
theres not enough oil to supply the nation's needs
for more than a few days. But oil spill prevention is a
major issue. An industry-backed plan would merge
the tate.'
Office of Marine Safety with the
Department of Ecology. Opponents sa a merger
would dilute the agency's effecti eness.
The Legi lature will also consider giving a $70
million tax break to PacifiCorp for its Centralia coal
operation . The Portland-based utility, one of the
largest in the West, wanes a subsidy to help cover the
cost of reducing sulfur dioxide emi sions at the
plant. However, PacifiCorp has made no offer to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions, a major ontributor
co global warming. Environmentalists
are divided on
the tai break is ue.
Washington's large universities - the niversity
of Washington and Washington Seate - want to see
more timber cut from scare lands. Revenue from timber sales benefits their programs, but a new "habitat
conservation
plan" (HCP) would block increased
logging. That plan ha been approved by the
Department of
atural Re ources and the U ..
Department of the Interior. But on January 27, the
Legislature passed a measure requiring its approval
of HCPs.
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How To Hope Like A COHO
A lot of perfectly nice people question the sanity of us flyfishermen.
How, they think, can the losing and catching and releasing of mere fish
give us neoprened geek such huge pleasure? almonids, let's face it, are
cold-blooded
predatory creature
endowed with intelligences about as
nuanced a· their unblinking
rare. When such an intelligence grabs a
scrap of flotsam in hope of food, instead finds itself pierced, leaping,
swimming every direction but the one ir intends, and a few minutes later orne cackling flyfisher,
having clutched chis betrayed beaut) just
long enough to reverse the betra al, stands alone in stupid clothe and
frigid water enjoying the endorphin-flov
and pulse-race of a post-tryst
lover as he or she thanks creek and Cosmo for the , hole weird transaction-what, the non fisherman wonders, i going on here? Where's the
turn-on? Wouldn't it be warmer, drier, and just as pleasant fore eryone
involved,
they a k, to
walk around the city
streets and find. ay,
pan-handlers
or mall
children, grab them by
the
shou Ider , yel I
"Boo!" in their faces,
and then release them?
l'd like to tell a
couple of .tories
in
an .wer to that question. Fasten your neoprenes,
folks.
Here
goes:
The religiou
and
economic matriarch of
my largish family was
my maternal
grandmother,
Ethel Rowe.
Gramma Rowe
wa
four feet eleven inches
cal I. but in sisted her
whole life that she was
five foot one. For my
part, I often wis hcd she
was ''11'',
or even
~'11", .ince at 4'11"
she
was frequently
overwhelming.
We call
people like her "firecrackers,"
bur firecracker
explode once
and that' it. Gramma
Rowe could just kept
right on exploding. She was a four foot eleven inch
zi. When a nephew
who had trouble with R sounds called thi tiny terror of a woman
"Gramma Woe," it was too perfect to pass up. I've called her nothing
else, since.
Gramma Woe knew exactly who she was and where she was going.
devour fundamentalist
and a crackerjack real estate sales lady, she was
spending her life getting rich and enjoying tho e riche , after which she
might agree to die, or at least slumber, until such time as Jesus woke her
up gave her body the complete rebuild that would no doubt make her
5'1", and whi keel her up to the gold mansions and even greater riches
of heaven forever.
Gramma 'Noe was so certain of who she was that she was certain of
who I was going to become, too. There were two possibilitie for a Woe

-

grandson:
ou either became a fundamencalisc
like her, got rich, enjo ed
your riches unto death, and retired to a neighboring gold mansion, orsurprise!-you burned in hell fore er.
h, Gram ma Woe! If only I'd been able to embrace her plan for my
life. I'd have aved my ·elf a lot of heartbreak. Capitali r fundamentali. rn, I rill believe, is the perfect Techno-Indu
trial religion,
its goal
being a planet upon which we've nothing left to wor hip, read, eat or
love but dollar bills and bibles.
ly boyhood worry about this theology
wa that the world might not be industrial. Jfaybe 011~v mo11ki11rl is indusnial, I'd
chink. l\laybe the world that God Him ·elf made is 110/11rol, its "indu cry"
a bunch of mysterious force like gra itation,. olar ray , equinoctial
tilt,
wind, fire, tide , phorosynthesi
, decomposition. And if the world is natural, I would worry-if it wa the natural world God loved enough to sen I
Hi only son to die for it,
it might not be uch a
God-pleasing
thing
to
spend your life convening the world God made
into indu trial b. produces,
dollar
bills
and
bibles.
The word 'natural,"
to Gramma Woe, had an
um ashed,
un aved
neolithic heathen ring to
it. And I knew better than
to argue with her. But my
heart had decided, on its
own and at first sight, chat
the three Grear Wonders
of my bo -hocd
world
were Trees, River , and
Jesus. Gram u ed love.
bribes, mi read scripture
reason. unrea on and the
zi in her effort to convince me chat my heart
was onlv two-thirds correct, and char anything
nonhuman
was automatically subhuman. Bue one
da she committed a fatal
tactical error. By accident,
she introduced me co a
fourth Wonder
of the
World:
a
primordial
unwashed, unsaved godmade Wonder: my fir t
huge wild fish.

----.......

Gram loved to take my siblings and me to "Open Houses" at the
various properties
he had up for ale. That way, between client , she
could lecture us on Salesmanship,
which ranked right in there with
cleanline sand godliness in its power to convert penniless wretches like
us kid into heaven-bound Million Dollar Club members like her. No
matter how many times she explained the key concepts, though-terms
like "mortgage," "Holy Ghost," "earnest money," "commandment,"
"immaculate
interior,"
"redemption,"
"FHA-approval"-I
couldn't
wrap my mind around them. After a single "Open House" I became a
most reluctant companion.
But like I said, Gram was a great saleslady:
she di 'Covered she had onJy to speak three magic words to lure me to an
Open House. The words were: "Creek-front property!"
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She spoke the words one October when I was ix. And I don't
remember a thing about the drive to the property, the Salesmanship lecture en route, or the house that she wa showing. All I remember is
jumping out of her car, telling her to holler when she needed me, then
shooting across a lawn, down a riprapped embankment, into a ribbon of
ancient fir and alder, where the world of mortgages and immaculate
interiors vanished, and a remnant slice of green world, non-man-made
world, ancient world, was suddenly shimmering all around me.
It was just one of Portland's dying creeks, really. But it was twenty ix miles long, hence a little too big to bury. And when you fail to bury
creeks, or poison them quite to death, they sometimes receive wild visitors endowed with the power to interest kids in all kinds of things
besides gold mansion and the Gross National Product.
We tend to befriend creeks the way we befriend each other: we start
shallow, and slowly work our way deeper. So water-skippers: chat's what
I noticed first. Inch-long, spraddle-legged, white-walled black-topped
creatures embarras ing Gramma Woe's man, St. Peter, b'y demonstrating
that mere bugs not only walk on water, they nm. Then deeper down,
caddis fly larva. Driving their gravel-topped R.V.'s back and forth, back
and forth all day across the bottom like it was Arizona down there and
they were sick of golf, dang it, and maybe shouldn'ta taken early retirement after all. Deeper yet-had to turn stones to flush these=-crawdads. Designed right there in the '50s, by staunch war hawks it eemed,
judging by the attraction to bomb-proof shelters; the preference for traveling backassward ; the armored back , quivering Cold War antennae;
over-sized, Pentagon-budget claw .
Then I came to water too deep to wade or see the bottom of: a
shady black pool, logjam in the downstream corner, surface-foam eddying like stars in a nebula. I could have kept exploring, but this pool
exerted pull: the entire frenetic creek stopped here to re t; [ was 78%
water myself; I settled, bcllydown, on a boulder, watched the pool; let
its foam-scarred surface eddy till it became a van Gogh night kywater- kipper meteors, sun-glint novas. J spun and pirated, grew eddyheaded and foam-dazed, forgot my stars wcren t stars, forgot the creek
was creek, forgot my bod , my background, my Mansion Track Gramma,
my name. And that, as the bible predicted (He that Josef/, his self shall find it... )
was when it happened. That's when, up from the unless depths, or
down from the foam-scarred heavens, a totem-red totem-black totemgreen impossibility aro e. Massive, hook-nosed, travel-scarred but cleareyed. I can think of no better way to describe its indescribably unlikely
pre. ence than to state its bare native name: coho. An old male coho, rising not to eat, as trout do, but ju t to surface, who know why. And as it
arced up then submarined along the surface, it gazed-with one !idles ,
shining eye-right into me. Gazed not like a fi h struggling up from an
ocean to die, but like a Tlingit or Kwakiutl messenger dropped down
from a realm of deathlessness. The salmon faded, fast a it had come,
back into the deeps. But not before his unblinking eye changed the way
I look out of my own.
Gramma Woe was exultant when she called me up off the water:
she'd found a buyer for the house. But when I told what I'd seen in the
nebula pool, my voice, for once, was as passionate a her . That this
ocean-dwelling, primordial creature had come so far inland, slipped into
a creek so small and troubled, wum so close co my drab JudeoSuburban home, my grandma's sales deal, my face, was an utter wonder
to me. Being a realtor, Gram's sole question pertained to its size-and
when I held up my arms in reply, she laughed, obviously failing to
believe me. But that only made us even: from the moment I saw that
coho, her "immaculate interiors" and gold mansions were never again
quite believable to me.
Salmon, and the sense of wonder that travels inland with them,

became so central to my psyche that they began to influence my direction in life. But I found myself alone under this influence. The family
and culture in which I'd grown up did not think highly of its members'
lives being directed by salmon. In my culture's view, salmon were a
resource placed on earth by God so that humankind, which in our suburbs meant white people, could convert that re ource via a process of
commercial fishing, cooking, chewing and swallowing into more white
people. To admire the flavor of the resource was allowable. Bue to revere
the resource, seek its living company, fuel one's sense of reverence by
seeking out the rivers that bred it-this was a lot of unwashed unsaved
neolithic heathen nonsense.
So. I found out why they buried and killed the creeks in my industrial suburb: healthy creeks can bring unwashed unsaved neolithic revelations to previously well-behaved little boys. Inspired by my first wild
salmon, I grew more and more sensitized to the constant revolution we
call "seasons," to the migrations of birds and fishes, to the intricacies of
animal life, plant life, cycles of birth, death, rebirth-and so fell further
out of synch with the industrial worldview. Even more seriously in the
eyes of my grandmother, I fell out of synch with the fundamentalist religion chat spiritually serviced that worldview. Ever since my birch,
Gramma Woe had een to it that I sit for hours each Sabbath in what our
Seventh Day Adventist preachers called "the fold." But the more I marveled at wild fish, rivers, field lilies, fowls of the air, the more I felt the
"fold" is what you do in poker when your cards aren't worth a damn.
Let me be honest about my particular brand of heresy. I don't
believe it's here y at all. It's not my place co judge but a more accurate
name than heresy for the river-centered religion of people like me might
be love. I'm no church-goer, but I ve never blamed the follower on the
leader: I've always revered Jesus. As a boy I saw him as an expert fisherman and a nonChristian, ame as I longed to be. And a a born riverlover and tree-hugger, I'd noticed how Christ never really got cracking
till John the Baptist dunked him in a river, and never saved anybody till
he died on a tree. The stupendous courage of his awful death al o struck
me as bearing far less resemblance to the pompous, threatening sermons
our preacher called "worship" than to the heroically decisive salmon I
spontaneously did worship, for the way they came pouring in from the
ea in defiance of all threats and predators. climbed their increasingly
troubled mountain streams, nailed their beautiful bodie to lonely beds
of gravel, and died there not for anything the themselves stood to gain,
but for the sake of tiny silver offspring.
In 1978, at age 26, I began to try to expres my immen e gratitude
to rivers and their Maker by writing a love-novel to both. After three
year I finished the novel, titled it The River Why, old it, and used the
check-all three thou and dollars-to move to a cabin amazingly similar to the one I'd dreamed up for the protagonist of my book. For the
next decade I fished the Oregon coa t rivers only slightly less fanatically than my novel's fishing-zombie hero, Gus Orviston. Focussing, the
entire decade, on four smalli h local screams, fishing the back end of
rainstorms I grew to recognize by smell, size and barometric mood, I
caught an average of maybe forty winter and summer sceelhead, five
chinook salmon, thirty searun cutthroat and jacks, and fifteen adult coho
per year. I killed ten or twenty fish annually, most of these clip-finned
hatchery steelhead and jack salmon. But once each year-in early
November-I always killed a single mint-bright wild coho.
I'd learned that a November dinner of barbecued coho and a
Chanterelle scuffle', shared with friends, was the true Thanksgiving
meal. These indigenous feasts did way more than feed us: they accomplished the impossible: they made sense of all the rain. 120 inches per
annum in the valley where I lived. About half of it, it seemed, in
November. Rains to put moss on your teeth; rains that set orange witch-
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es' butter growing from the back seat of my old Rambler American; rains
that drove some residents to divorce, some to California, some to the
nearest Prozac-pusher. But thanks to the coho, those rain were nothing
but beautiful to me. The big fronts would blow in, our Indian Summer
tans would pale, the birds would be rammed south, the folks with seasonal stress disorder would jet off to Arizona-and I'd be thrashing down
the middle of some scream too small to get blown out by the rain, my
grandfather's spiked golf galoshes on over my waders for traction, blissfully chasing my little allowance of ocean-fattened, heaven-sent salmon.
So many beautiful things would happen. I sat waist deep in a
November creek, in neoprenes, and watched two otters not fifteen feet
away share an entire coho's spawned-out body, discussing its complex
flavors with me in otter chitter the entire time. My fishing partner, Frank
Boyden, and I have watched water ouzels stroll along the half-rotten
backs of still living, still spawning chinooks-the ouzels, too, chittering
blithely as they danced on the salmon's slow death. I've watched coho
pawn, then stand guard at the redd, then weaken and drift and die;
watched their carcasses hang from branches, and sunken cars; watched
them lie dead in the quietest water, turning black for days, white for a
few more, finally sending out pale clouds of ghostly green growth that
made it possible to see decomposition as a kind of blossoming. I've
watched the coho's own alevins nibble the e blos oms the way the faithful nibble the body of Christ. We've all glimpsed, in our rivers, the resurrection and the life.
The la t wild coho I killed was in 19 9. A bright eight-pound hen.
And it did its magic. We were again able to turn our eyes skyward after eating, and sincerely thank our Maker for the rains. After our meal, though, I
learned that there'd been an estimated ten spawning pair of coho in the
river from which I'd taken my hen. Turned out the ODFW had been
botching their stats for years. En masse, the coho were vanishing.
You all know the tory, 1\1y favorite form of worship had become
species extermination. Our sacramental ovcrnbcr feast had become
sin. Vows are rash in a world as uncertain as this one, but I don't expect
to kill a wild salmon again. And the instant I made chat decision, those
magic coho rains became just plain, cold ovember rains. Yly coho
decade was over. The loss of those salmon was a loss of love, lo s of balance, loss of health, loss of joy.
One of the things I love about rivers and wild fish is that they have
no politics. One of the things I hate about politics is that it affect rivers
and wild fish, while I, in cum, do not seem to affect politics in the least.
A few highlights of my political past:
-I first voted in 1972, for Senator Wayne Morse. The result was a
typical Duncan coup: Packwood won. Morse died!
-In 1989, when Opal Creek became the last unlogged low elevation old growth watershed left in the entire Cascade Mountain range, and
the home of three nesting pairs of Northern Spotted Owls which the district ranger claimed were not there, and then Governor Neil
Goldschmidt, in the face of logging town anger, reversed his position
and grew unwilling to save Opal Creek from the saw, I spent a whole day
pouring my heart out to that perfect stranger. I wrote that the timber
shortage facing our logging communities reminded me of a similar
tragedy that took place a century ago, namely the Wild Indian shortage
that forced so many of Ronald Reagan's beloved United States Cavalry
men to undergo the trauma of finding ethical new jobs. I pointed out
that I myself come from a converted logging family, have had twenty or
more jobs in my life, and have enjoyed the variety. Mill City, Oregon, I
told the Governor, was another Fort Apache, fighting for its life. But the
surrounding Indians were dead now. It was time to help loggers find new
work, not more Indians.
I didn't figure Goldschmidt would respond to that kind of balderdash, but it felt good to unleash it, like emptying a full bladder. To my

surprise, though, the Governor voided a big bladderous letter right back.
He said it was quote refreshing to read such frank prose. He said Tire River
Wiry "really captured why we all live here in Oregon", but then sort of
castrated that assertion by admitting he hadn't read it. He said he agreed
that too few people cared about finding ethical work for loggers and millworkers, then vetoed that agreement, coo, by expressing no interest in
offering them anything but more virgin trees. He said Oregon could
have a healthy ustainable forest products industry and still preserve key
old growth ecosystems, but was sufficiently crafty not to add that the
only way this was possible was by making those key old growth ecosystems tinier and tinier. And Opal Creek, co his mind, was not "key." He
ended by saying he wa enclosing a speech he'd recently given which
would "answer many of the important questions" I'd raised. He then
failed to enclose the speech. Another Duncan political coup.
By the time the Reagan and Bush administrations, the US IcForesc
Service, Packwood, Harwood, Hodelwood and o on, had fini heel turning the gorgeous sitka spruce, hemlock, cedar climax forests of my
Oregon Coast homeland into a corporate tree farm and the screams I
loved into flooding industrial sluices and my river-worshipping love novel into an outdated historical relic, I had grown too angry to fish or to
write fiction. What good are fictitious rivers, I kept asking myself, when
we're losing the ones that inspire the fictions, the ones we first fell in
love with, the ones our lives depend on, right in our own backyards?
I was never able to see past this question. I grew angry as a salmon
on the day its own blood orders it to abandon the ea and turn inland.
Then one day I obeyed my blood. After forty years in Oregon, I moved
with my family to eight acre on a troubled but still beautiful little troutstream in western Montana. I have not given up the fight, I have not given up hope, buc=-ernbarras ing as this is for an old church-hater like me
to admit-I have grown piou ·. I revere free-flowing water. I need to see,
almost daily, what wind and sunlight and equinoctial tilt do to such
waters; need the company of the lives a river valley ustains; need to feel
the strength of that life throbbing through a flyrod into my own two
hand . And in my new home-beside an eastward-flowing troutstrearn
clear over by the exotic-sounding Sapphire Range-chose needs are
being met.
I feel dislocation in Montana, and alway will. An autumn without
salmon or steel head is an autumn without autumn for a forty-year Pacific
Coaster like me. But my father, grandfather and great-grandfather were
all Montanans, And more importantly, there is this: should I spit or piss
into my backyard troutstrearn way over there by the Sapphire Mountains
(and as my old fishing pals would tell you, "He wilt') my fluid will flow
on down inco the Bitterroot, take a hard northward left into 1issoula,
cake another left west to join the Clark Fork, follow it north-northwest
up into the Pend Oreille in Idaho, loop clear on up into Canada, and
there rejoin old Mother Columbia. So the waters of my life are still
involved, as they always have been, in waiting out the long chain of
reservoirs in eastern Washington, and winding through the wheatfields
of the Palouse, and slipping, scathed, past the nightmare at Hanford;
they still run the gauntlet of dams, spin the smolt-grinding turbines, join
the Clearwater, Snake, Grand Ronde, Yakima; they still slide under the
Gorge sailboards and skeins of sea-going barges, over drowned Wishram
graves, join my old flame, the Deschutes, caress poor drowned Celilo;
still squeeze under Bonneville, suck in my friends the Wind, Sandy,
Washougal, Kalama, swallow the gross national byproducts of the entire
Willamette Trough and Portland, the pulp of Camas and Longview,
undammable now and unstoppable, breathing with the tides; and they
still slide past Astoria and out over the bar, to return all we've given her
to the sea.
So upstream: that's where I've gone. This has been an anadromous
move for me. As a lifelong lover of salmon, I rake enormous consolation
in this.
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In 1899, the Smithsonian Institute concluded a scientific study of
Pacific salmon with this sentence: "The quantities of salmon are
beyond calculation and seem to be so great as to challenge human ingenuity to affect them in any way,"
A mere century lacer, it is the damage to salmon and their world that
is beyond calculation, and seems so great as to challenge human ingenuity to affect it. I refuse to turn that damage into an excuse to despair.
Coho are crazy to keep coming back to us, after all we've done to betray
them. Anadromous fi h are animate manifestations of perfectly insane,
unquestioning hope. We've all watched these animal fight their way
homeward; ferreting out and fighting their way up their birth rivers no
matter what industrial man ha done to them; never giving up on the
waters in which they were born.
To restore a watershed, a river, a wild salmon, a trout, we must take
the coho's same insane
hopefulness to heart.
I've
read
the I
Governor's
Watershed
Restoration literature and
his
Coastal
Salmon
Restoration Initiative. As it
happens, I was rereading
the Too le C/ri11g--an ancient
and very great hope document-as I read these
Restoration plans. I found
that Lao Tzu and Too had a
few remark to add:
To the Governor, Lao
Tzu says, "Ruling a large
kingdom is indeed like
cooking a small fish." I
have no idea what chat
means. I'm just relaying
the me .sage.
To
the
cocksure
among us-I think of, say,
Helen Chenoweth and
Dave Foreman as opposite
examples of the same
stance-Lao Tzu says, "To
think one knows when one
does noc know is a dire disease. Only he who recognizes this disease as disease
can cure himself of the disease.
To the scientists who amass the thick salmonid studies, he says,
"Enumerate the parts of a carriage, and you still have not explained
what a carriage is."
To us fishermen he says, "It is best to leave the fish down in his
pool."
To Big Timber and the Forest Service, who own so much crucial,
devastated habitat, Lao Tzu says,
He wlrose brave11ess lies in daring, slays.
Ht fJ:lrost braveness lies i111101 daring, gives life.
Of these~{), eitlrer moy be profitable or unpttfitable.
But 'Nature hates wlrot it hates,'
He wlro grodgesexpe11sespays dearest i11 tire md;
He fi!!ro fros hoardedmost will suffer the heaviest loss.
He that works tlrrouglroiolma may get Iris way,
but only tire mountains, rivm 011d heaoens endure.

I don't mind us humans being human. Bue I'm sick of humans
applying human desires to the needs of salmon, then pretending to care
about salmon. Negotiating with hung-over '80s-binger like Big Timber
for twenryfive or fifty or even hundred foot riparian buffers may be the
necessary grunt work of the day, but from an enduring, Mountains &
Rivers & Coho point of view, such considerations are anthropocentric
drivel. In our abused rivers we still have the perfect model for what it
takes to save salmon: the wild almon themselve ·. For tens of thousands of years these creatures have shown us that in the world God and
Nature gave them, they thrive in "numbers beyond calculation." Our
responsibility is clear and remarkably simple: we must give back, to the
salmon, some of their stolen world.
I refuse to end with a sermon. Better to glide on outta here, riverscyle, with a heart-felt little fish tory about the
mountains and waters
and heavens that endure.
This is a recent story, so
it's from Montana. But it
echoes the end of the river novel I wrote when I
was here. I invite you
all-in the name of the
insane hope of coho--to
transpose this story to
your home waters, and
their wild salmon and
trout.
One afternoon last
March, I slipped into my
neoprenes, drove co acerrain brown trout stream,
hiked down co a certain
logjam, dropped a fly on
the eddy behind this jam,
lost sight of that fly when
it drifted behind some
willows, heard a slurping
sound behind the willows, raised my rod at the
sound, watched the rod
slam downward, and felt
the angry head-shakes of
a solidly-hooked
fish.
These headshakes excited me for four reasons. First, it had been five months since I'd felt any
such sensation-and I'm an addict. Second, I recognized them to be the
headshakes of a brown-my frypan favorite-and after five months of
no fresh fish I was raring to devour one. Third, judging by the slow
authority of these shakes, this brown was sizable: I pictured salmonsized filers sizzling in the Le Cmmt. Fourth, this brown had been hiding
in a logjam I had built myself the previous summer by chainsawing and
dismantling a drydocked upstream jam and walking its logs a quartermile downstream to this deeper site and getting hung up en route in
half-drowned abandoned barbed-wire fences and driving into Missoula
and cruising the hock shops and finding an ancient pair of bolt-cutters
and dickering the guy down to twelve bucks and driving back to the river and cutting barbed wire till I got my hands punctured and shins
dinged up and logs right down where I wanted chem. This logjam was,
in other words, sheer madness. But the big animal on my line was evi-
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How To Hope Like A COHO
dence that ature had noticed my madness, and approved of it.
A big brown in summertime, hooked in the very same place, would
have bolted into the Jogs and snapped my line in a second. This fish
shot directly away from the logs into the snagle s center of the run,
where nothing good could possibly happen to it, then proceeded to veer
from side to side not as if looking for escape, but as if looking for something to attack and kill. Spawning-run brown trout behavior. I was surprised. Browns spawn in the fall. Irrigation, however, had drained this
little river nearly dry the last few spawning sea ons. I began to suspect
the trout I was playing of a brilliant indigenous adaptation: a decision to
screw not when it should, but when it could. I ran to the tail of the hole,
forded the river, waded back up to the pool, waited for the brown to
come up with an escape idea. It
never did. It came up with desire,
anger, beauty, size, and that was
it. After five or six minutes offurious veering, it tired. I led it down
to the tail-out and eased it in
beside me.
I looked at the brown. It
looked at me. I aw by the oversized, totemic jaws that it was a
male. I took him in my hands,
turned him on hi side, measured
him again t the marks on my flyrod: twenryrwo inches. Fileted
out, quartered and fried with
almonds, he'd ate my entire family. Relea ed, he would create his
own. The little stone
in the
stream were bronze in the March
sunlight. The brown, against
those scones, was brilliant yellow
white and gold. His pelvic fins,
tran lucent amber, were the size
of silver dollars, The orange spots
scattered down his side shone, as
Richard Hugo once said, "like
apples in a fog." He was so old
he'd developed a gaze, like chat
of an ancient coho. One doe not
capture an animal like chi every day. I was able to pluck out the fly,
right him in the water, and keep my grip loose so as not to harm him. I
was not able to lee him go.
I dropped to my knee in the water beside him, my waders fending
off the cold. The current swirled round half of me and all of the brown,
coming in small, uneven surges that gently rocked my body: it felt like
riding a quiet horse. Though I held him captive, the brown stayed perfectly in rhythm with this horse. Since he faced upstream, I turned that
way, too. It was an eastward flowing stream. It was evening. The sun
hung right before us in the west. Mountain veed down co, ard che
water, the timbered left ridge green and white with pines and snow, the
barren right ridge yellow with last summer's grasses. As the stream
flowed and rippled toward us, reflected sun turned its surface into a
blinding sheet of silver. As the same surface came closer, reflected sky
turned the silver into broken shards of blue. Closer yet the blue vanished, the water went clear as air, and the sunlit stones beneath us
became a bed of shining gold. All this beauty, all these riches-and I
was still not sure what I would do with my brown. Then I noticed, right
in front of us, a fresh-dug, trout- length excavation in the bed of gold.
It was his redd. Or her's. His paramour's. And as I stared at this

redd, this impossibly cold gravel womb, I realized for the first time in
my life just who the animal in my hands was making love to. Not to his
mate. Hardly to a mate at all. She'd dug the redd, had laid her eggs. But
he would never touch her. All he would ever touch was this water and
these stones. He was making love, as was his mate, to the stream itself:
to the blinding silver, the broken blue, the shining gold.
I touched his side with my finger. A drop of milt spilled from his
vent and vanished downstream. He was in the throes, even as I held
him. I saw why I'd sometimes considered these fish stupid. I aw that
it was I who was stupid. I saw that, at a certain time of year, the rhythm
of the river becomes impossible for Brown Trout to resist; that the mere
act of swimming, mere caress of cold water, becomes a Jong slow copulation; that their entire upstream
journey i an arduous act of sex.
This dip in the gravel, nest of
eggs, spraying of milt, was just
the culmination of that weekslong act. I looked upstream.
Snow-covered mountains veed
down coward the water. The current flowing past us was made of
melted mounds of that snow.
The gravel beneath u was made
of fragments of those mouncains.
The brown trout was making
love to the mountain and the
snow.
I realized that, in consuming
this fish I would he con urning
part of ever thing that made
him. I realized that everything
that made him was precisely
what, or who, he was making
love to. I realized that thi same
everything is who we, too, are
made of; who we, coo, are submerged in; who we too daily eat;
-Lao Tzu and who we coo seek to love and
honor. The trout in my hands let
me feel this. He was, through no
intention of his own, a spiritual
touchstone. And one takes such scones not to comach, but to heart.
One doesn't want to kill beauty, one doesn't want to kill a dance
partner. But one doe n't want to let them go, either. I held that brown
way longer than I should have. Held him till my hands began to burn.
To thirty miles of river, to the mountains on both sides, to frozen lakes,
slowly thawing, he just kept making love. There is a fire in water.
There is a flame, hidden in water, that gives not heat, but life. I held a
trout, and my own hands, in that fire. The cold flames ran through and
past u . And I was fed, I was sated, I'd had all the fire and fish I needed when at last I opened my heart, opened my hands, and let my beautiful brown trout go.

He whose braveness lies in daring, slays.

He whose braveness lies in not daring, gives life.

Of these two, either may be profitable or unprofitable.

But 'Nature hates what it hates.'

He who grudges expensespays dearest in the end;

He who has hoarded most will suffer the heaviest loss.
He that works through violence may get his way,

but only the mountains, rivers and heavens endure.
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David James Duncan is the author of the River Why, Brothers K and
River Teeth. He is working on a comedy novel set in Northwest Portland,
called "Letters from Cod," and wrapping up a collection of essays, called
"Refusing to be White." He lives with hisfamily 011 a Monta11a ranch.
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by Michael Frame
he idea of forestry is fundamentally sound and potentially
beneficial to the long-term
economy and quality of life of
the
orthwest, But many
foresters have forsaken the original gospel of
stewardship and public trust, and I identify
their profession with the very cut-an~-gec out
exploitation it was intended to resua1?.
· Over the years I've spent considerable
time with foreseers administering both private
and public lands, and with forestry educ~~ors
and students. Practiced wisely in the tradition
of Gifford Pinchot, the pioneer of his profession in America, forestry clearly implies ~se
with frugality and conservatism - use with
respect for natural systems over the long
range, coupled with prevention of wast~ a~d
Joss rather than expediency and economics in
the' shore range. "No generation," declared
Pinchoc, "can be allowed needlessly co damage or reduce the future gene:al wealth and
welfare by the way it uses or misuses any natural resource."
As chief forester under Theodore
Roosevelt Pinchot saw forestry as the vanguard of a social movement, a public _crusad.e
against control of government by big business. That was his cause. Thus the Forest
Service achieved a reputation for fearlessness
in a system then - as now - constipated
with politics, bureaucracy, bumbling and
timidity. "It is the honorable distinction of the
Forest Service," Pinchot recorded years later,
"chat it has been more constantly, more violently and more bitterly attacked by the representatives of the special interests than any
ocher government bureau. These attacks have
increased in violence and bitterness just in
proportion as the Service bas offered effective
opposition to predacory wealth."
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How times have changed! Many
foresters today are technical people, victims
of their training, of a pseudo-science tha~ sees
trees as timber, that treats the earth h~e a
commodity to be controlled and exploited,
rather than the mother of all life.
They are much closer to the industry
whose attacks Pinchot resisted than to the
public. I didn't make chis up. According to a
1973 study on "views of interest" under:raken
by the Pacific Northwest Forest _Exp~nment
Station "The foreseers included m this study
almost 'unanimously aligned themselves with
commercial interests on the issue of timber
cutting and saw the Forest Service (their
superiors) as favoring these interests. These
data support accusations chat foresters favor
commercial over recreational-aesthetic forest
uses."
Plenty of evidence supports these fi~dings. I recall, coo well, when Edward P. Chff,
chief of the Forest Service, came before the
Pacific Logging Congress in 1966 to ridicu1e
concerned critics of the clearcutting that has
deeply wounded and scarred the great forests
of the orthwest. "For the young, "city-fied,'
articulate part of our citizenry," Cliff told the
loggers, "it is especially natural to get stirred
up about outdoor beauty; recreation, wi)derness, vanishing wildlife species and environmencal pollution. le is not likely that very
many know or even particularly care much
about how timber is grown, harvested and
used co meet their needs."

Charles Connaughton, the regional chief
of the Forest Service in the orchwesc in the
1970s, was even worse. When he retired from
federal service he found new employment as
vice president of the Western Wood Produces
Association (WWPA). This led Brock Evans,
then Northwest representative of the Sierra
Club, to comment in a letter to me:
"Connaughcon's record here was one of
the utmost contempt for environmentalists
and environmental values. He rejected appeal
after appeal from us on timber sales in such
critical areas as French Pete Creek and the
Mount Jefferson area. He bent eve~ eff~~ to
accelerate the rate of logging, even m critical
areas. WWPA is probably the most virulent
and anti-wilderness of all the forest industry
associations."
And now, another verse of the same chorus: Recently I was reading. and thoroughly
enjoying a commendable ne~ book,
Wilderness and the Changing Americau ~st,
when the author, Gundars Rudzitis, introduced (though by no means endorsed)_a quotation from the president of the Society of
American Foresters, William C. Siegal.
"Timber provides economic benefits chat
dwarf chose produced by recreation and noncommodity uses of the forest," according to
Siegal. "These facts are often overlooked ~s
the different interest groups develop their
own principles, criteria and indicators under
the auspices of ecological forestry."
That is the chronic paradigm: To support
recreation, wilderness or, perish che thought,
aesthetics, makes one the enemy of the economy, the community, the working ..Po.or, ~e
unhoused, the American way, and scientific
management" as taught at land-grant forestry
schools. But I don't believe it. I prefer the
concept of Peter H. Raven, dircct?r of the
Missouri Botanical Garden, who delmeated a
model of scientific responsibility in discussing

"The Politics of Preserving Biodiversity"
before the American Institute of Biological
Sciences on August 5, 1990. Citing destruction of old-growth forests in the Pacific
Northwest, Raven said:
"This significant regional problem has
been disguised as a battle between the
undoubtedly hardworking people employed
by the lumber industry in the Northwes~ and
a romantic obsession on the part of environmentaliscs with the northern spotted owl.
"These ancient forests have been
attacked in a frenzy of greedy exploitation, in
which they are cut as rapidly as possibl~ a_nd
sold as unprocessed logs to Japan_co ma,'{]~1ze
short-term profits. The clearcuctmg practices
ignore the health of the regional ec?non_,y.
which depends on the long-term sustainabilitv of che forests."
· The trouble is that many foresters and
their profession are out of couc~ with the
environmental age, out of touch with the lofty
ideal expressed by Sen. Hubert Humphrey, in
sponsoring the rational Forest Management
Ace of 1976: "The days have ended when the
forest may be viewed only as trees, and trees
viewed only as timber. The soil and water, the
grasses and shrubs, the fish and wildlife, and
the beauty that is the forest mus; b~co:°e
integral pares of resource managers thinking
and action."
I'm for that, considering that places of
scenic beauty do not increase but on the_ contrary are being reduced in nun~b~~ an? diminished in quality. Our responsibility rs co see
that future generations enjoy the same opportunity accessible co us for solitude and the

·ame sense that nature, rather than
humankind, prevails. Regardless of the timber-first foreseer's view, the preservation of
wild, unrnanipulated nature i a use in its own
right - a "wise use," the essence of wisdom,
of human intellectuality, compa sion and
ethics, as well as of science.
I recently discovered a meaningful statement by Charles Evans Hughes, governor of
ew York, and later chief justice of the
United State Supreme Court, at the dedication of Palisades Interstate Park early in this
century.
"Of what avail would be the benefits of
gainful occupation, what would be the
promise of prosperous communities, with
wealth of products and freedom of exchange,
were it not for the opportunities to cultivate
the love of the beautiful? The preservation of
the ·cenery of the Hudson is the highest duty
with respect to this river impo ed upon those
who are the trustee · of its manifold benef cs."
I see the ame high dury with respect to
Cascadia, a province of cathedral forests and
green glory, tall, rough and wild, deserving
the love and reverence of its trustees, who arc
privileged t0 live here. "Thi curiou world
which we inhabit," wrote Thoreau, "is more
wonderful than it i convenient, more beautiful than it i useful; it is more to be admired
and enjoyed than used." Yes, indeed, let us
"cultivate the love of the beautiful," valuing
the earth for its own sake, not for its utility.
Cascadia, free of chain ·aws, bulldozers, logging roads and logging trucks, is living poetry,
mu. ic and art. a source of inspiration forever
- if caring people can save it.
And that we hould. "If there i any duty
which more than another we owe to our children and our children's children to perform at
once, it is to save the forests of this country,

for they con titute the first and foremost
important element in the conservation of the
country," Theodore Roosevelt declared. His
words are a valid and challenging and patriotic today a· when he spoke chem on
December 8, 1908.
Yes, there are plenty of foresters who
individually care deeply, as evidenced in the
continuing growth and influence of the
Association of Forest Service Employees for
Environmental Ethics (AFSEEE). I'm sure
it's not always easy for its members in dealing
with their superiors; yet they can believe
their cause is in the best tradition of stewardship rekindling the spark and purpose once
evoked by Gifford Pincher, with bold ideas
and expressions, such as: "The earth belongs
by right to all its people and not to a minority, insignificant in number but tremendous
by wealth and power."
A wholesome natural environment provides the foundation for a wholesome human
environment. We can't have one without the
other. That makes sense in science, economics ethics, and in forestry, too.
•

Michael Frome writes about his experiences
as 011 emnronmentaljournalist and columuis:for
national magazinesand neuspapers,i11 his recent
book, Chronicling the West - Thirty Years of
Environmental Writing (The A-fou11tai11eers,
1996, $16.95). Often calledthe dean of American
conservation writing, Frame is the author of
numerous other books on conservation. He writes
from Bellingham, Wash.

CascadiaResources
Conferences
THREATS TO THE BAY AREAOn Saturday, March 15, environmental policy makers and activi ts will gather in the Berkeley Conference
Center to review environmental
bills introduced in the new 1997-98
Legislature and develop strategies for protecting California's natural environment and laws. Sponsored by the Planning and Con ervation League,
926 J St., Suite 612, Sacramento, CA 95814, (916) 444-8726.
DIOXIN A D HEALTH, spon ored by Physician for Social
Respon ibiliry, featuring leading national experts. March 1 at the Salem
Public Library, Salem, Ore. Call (503) 274-2720.
LAND, AIR AND WATER, the annual environmental
law conference at
the Univer iry of Oregon in Eugene, i March 13-16. For more information,
call the U of O's Law chool, (541) 346-3828.
WHERE SCIE CE MEETS POLITICS will be explored by the Society
of Environmental Journalist
at a March 1-2 conference at the
Embarcadero Resort in ewport, Ore. For more information, call (215)
836-9970.

Art Gallerq
NORTHWEST PASSAGE, a collection of photographs by Robert Glenn
Ketchum, cells the story of traveling by boat from Nome to Greenland.
The show of extraordinary prints, based on Ketchum's latest monograph,
orthwest Passage,runs through 1arch 1 ac Butters Gallery, 223 NW 9th
Ave., Portland.

Considering a Move?
Consider

Laurie Jooocofcld

Whether you're s~Uin:g or buying,. I'll be there
to help you
our goals .and dreams!
. - fulfill
.
.

le ports
LOGGI G WITHOUT LAWS, a study of the effects of salvage logging
in the Northern Rockies, by the Alliance for the Wild Rockies, (406) 7215420.
KOWESAS WATERSHED ASSESSME T, a blueprint for saving a pristine British Columbia rain forest, from lnterrain Pacific, $15, (503) 226108.
"LE R I G FROM THE PAST: Timber and Community Well-Being in
Siskiyou County," by Kari Marie
orgaard, on how environmental protection helps the economy of orthern California communitie , from the
Klamath Forest Alliance, (916) 467-5405.

Politics
1997 ENVIRO ME TAL BRIEFING BOOK, a guide to the
Washington Legi lacure, from the Washington Environmental
Council,
(206) 622-8103.
Sales As

~te, Million $Club

Windermefefe(Portland area)
Cronin & Caplan Realty Group, Inc.

233.-7717/234.-6308

res.

My Business helps supporn .!(BOO €ornmunity Radio, Oregon
Natural Resources Councif;Friends of Trees, The Fund for
Animals, Mckenzie River Gathering Foundation, The Feral
Cat Coalition of Portland, 1000 Friends of Oregon.
Tune in co my folk show on KBOO 90.7FM, alternate Fridays, 11 am- 1 pm.

OREGON CO SERVATION NETWORK, electronic networking among
citizens to protect Oregon's quality of life, on the World Wide Web:
http://www.teleport.com/-ocn,
or (503) 224-4011.
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Hew on the Bookshelf

......

'GRASSROOTS GRA TS, An Activist's Guide to Proposal Writing,' by
Andy Robinson. The nuts-and-bolts on how to rai e funds from private
sources. $25, plus $4 hipping, from Chardon Pre s, PO Box 11607,
Berkele CA 94712.

• Publicize your euent in [ascadia Times. Send information to Cascadia Resources 25-6 HW 23rd Place '406
Portland OR m10. Deadline for submissions is the 10th of each month.
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Bullets on Skis

Who will slow down the snosomobiles?
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- From a "Simer Country" trail guidepromoting westem M ontana and northern Idaho as
"the world's largestsnowmobile destination,"
pub/is/Jedby Clark MagnusonAssociates.
by John C. Adams

.

worth Of minerals are tafin

"Picture yourself going back to a cime
straight out of a Clim Eascwood we tern.
Where horses were tied up in front of the
saloon, now parking is reserved for Arctic
Cats, Yamahas and Ski Doos."

T

oday's nowmobiles, as
they say, could climb a tree
if the bark didn't slip. Machines of
enormous power and traction are roanng
into the
orchwest'
backcoumry in
unprecedented numbers. And, increasingly,
they are penetrating into designated wilderness areas, areas recommended for wilderness and ocher backcountry areas that long
have been enclaves of winter quiet.
The growth of the snowmobile industry is powered by ever more dependable
and versatile machine . Ten years ago you
needed to bring a trained mechanic along
for the ride if you wanted to motor led the
backcountry without getting srranded.
Toda ·, snowrna hines reliably carry riders
into and out of wildland far from help.
More importantly, snowmachines are
no longer confined to trails and level cerrain.
Ten year ago, ungroomed powder was
quicksand for mo t machine . Now promorer boast that trails skirting south-central
Montana's Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness
are "jumping off point to the vast expan e
of local winter play areas. In western
Moncana, the Lolo l ational Fore c stated
last overnber chat "slopes chat used to be
inacce sible e cept to the mo t powerfully
modified machines are now routinely
climbed." And the editor of the snowmobile
magazine Snowest says conde cendingly of
Midwestern snowrnobilers who don't have
access to public land : "Try to ease their
pain of having to ju t ride the trails."
Snowmobiles are now a personal amusement ride unrestrained by cracks, trails or
roads.
Although che most disturbing growth i
in area - chat i , where the snowmobiles go
- nowmobile numbers reflect the sport's
new popularity. Snowmobile registration
across the nited States went up 58,000 lase
year. In Montana, according co the .S.
Forest Service, nowmobiling increased 73
percent in the decade ending in 1993. In
southwestern Montana a single trail in the
Beaverhead
acional Forest was used by
14,000 snowmachines in 1994, but 35,000 in
1995.
Tired of sucking in each ochers'
exhaust fumes, and always in search of fresh
powder, nowmobilers are moving beyond
Yellowstone arional Park to colonize the
rest of the West.

Environmental Impacts
John Prusak, editor. Snowmobile magazine, writes: "Look beyond your ski tips and
windshield to soak in all chat is wonderful
about winter in general and snowmobiling
specifically. Then. just when you're about to
go hug the nearest birch tree or cake phoros
of the woodpecker that whacking i head
again ·t the aspen, scrap on your helmet, rock
in, drop the throttle and lee it rip!"
Increa ed use and range have led to
commensurately increa ed environmental
impacts. Snowmobilers alarm and di place,
and thus, indirectly, kill, ildlife. ln 1996 the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation (BLF) in
Boulder, Colo., ubmined comments on
snowmobile
impacts to Yellowstone
. ational Park. based on an extensive literature search. The BLF found chat, in the
dead of winter, the stress of nowmobile
encounters "can significantly increase the
mortality of ungulates and ocher wildlife ...
Even low-intensity snowmobile use can
lead co increased home range , ignificant
displacement, and increased movement for
ungulates." Snowmobiles fragment habitat
and sequester furbearers and ocher sensitive
specie in ever mailer wildland i lands.
Snowmobiles can also pollute high
country air. A single snowmobile emits the
toxic hydrocarbons of about 54 cars,
expelling 20 to 30 percent of its oil and gasoline into the air unburned. In addition to
fouling the air, the hydrocarbon are likely
to be caught in snow and re-relea ed en
masse during spring runoff, potentially damaging pristine headwaters.
Snowmobiles essentially create winter
roads, with all of roads' attendant impacts.
As their use increa es in Iontana and elsewhere, snowmobiles will create barriers co
migration and reduce winter range for elk,
moose, deer, mountain sheep and mountain
goats. Wolverines and ocher furbearers will
be pushed out of their Jase refuges. Air and
water quality will decline.

Crisis in Montana
Despite rising use, increasinz impacts
and the complain cs of those who prefer quiet co noisy fore ts, the F oresc Service

response
to what the industry hypes as "bullets on skis" has
0een anemic. In ldaho and
Montana, there are virtually no re trictions on backcouncry snowmobile use,
because travel management plans were
devised before the advent of off-trail
machines. With no regulation , snowfall
becomes a highway to anywhere.
On the Idaho/Montana border, just
we t of Missoula, Mont., proliferating snowmachine have precipitated a cri i . At Lolo
Pass, where Lewis and Clark entered present-day Idaho in 1 05, cross country ki
trails are now shunned by skier unwilling to
dodge roaring snowmachines. Just to the
north, the Great Burn, a huge roadless area
allegedly managed "to protect, .. wilderness
characteristics,"
shows the track of
motor leds "highmarking" on the spine of
the Bitterroot Mountains. Clark Magnuson
Associates, an Idaho-based public relations
firm, is promoting the area as "the world's
larzest nowmobile descinacion."
Faced with accelerating use in
unplanned directions, Montana' Lolo
ational Fore t responded in
ovember
1996 by initiating a process co evaluate
snowmobile management in the sensitive
wildlands on the Idaho/Montana border. In
effect, the Lolo acknowledged that, in the
absence of active planning, nowmobile are
overrunning the national forest. For wolverines, bears, elk, and humans who love wild
country, the Lolo's action was a necessary, if
belated, rep in the right direction.
The Lolo's predicament should serve
as a clarion call for other western forests.
Once established, snowmobile use is difficult co limit or roll back. Fore cs chat fail to
regulate snowmobiles will see snowmobile
use increase without consideration for
impacts on wildlife, air and water quality,
and other users. In the absence of active regulation, they will see the rules of backcountry acce s written by Yamaha and Skidoo,
mocking the ghosts of Lewis and Clark.

I oh11 C. Adams is a graduatestudentat the
University of Montana i11 Missoula, and a volunteerwith the Montana WildemessAssociation.

-~---------------------------People Do Suffer
.f!'om Irresponsible
Logging Practices
To the editor:
ighc weeks ago, four of my neighbors
on Hubbard Creek were killed in a
massive landslide chat originated out
of a 1987 clearcut. They had lived on
Hubbard Creek for 25 years. Now, just one
mile down the road, Roseburg Forest
Produces is about co log the mountainsides
above _seven other homes including my own.
The area has been cruised and trees marked
up co our property lines. Last summer the
existing ridge road was rebuilt and four spurs
and landings constructed.
The forests that will be logged are on
incredibly steep, unstable slopes chat are full
of past and current failures. During the lase
heavy rains, gravel, boulders and trees from
tl~c ~ew roadwork came crashing down the
hillside only 20 feet from a neighbor's house.
In the early l 980's Roseburg Forest Produces
clearcut a unit in chis same section of land.
The following winter, a landslide originating
in the new clearcut cocally destroyed a home.
lf Roseburg Forest Produces is allowed to log
the native forests above our homes, are we
next? Will we lose our homes? Will I become
the next death statistic?
While some officials claim that clearcuts
did not contribute to the recent deadly slides
t~e Oreg~n Department of Forestry recog- '
ruzes the increase in slide potential after
roadwork and logging. In their publication
entitled, "The Cumulative Effects of Forest
Practices in Oregon", they state: "Timber
harvest in sensitive areas has also been associated with an increased incidence of mass
movement. Clearcut harvest and/or slash
burning on steep slopes may increase failure
races by two co forty times over rates on
undisturbed sites".
The practice of clearcutting and road

E

construction on steep, unstable slopes above
rural homes has to stop. Oregon's Forest
Practices Ace must be amended so the state
has the authority to deny permits to log steep
hazardous slopes above private homes which
endanger life and property. The burden of
proof muse_ lie with chose proposing the logging not with the state and not with the
homeowner.
All Oregonians should have the right not
to be threatened or harmed by activities on
adjacent land. It is the law under the U.S.
Constitution and under Common Law, falling
under "abnormally dangerous activities"
which impose "risk of serious harm to others"
without their "ability to eliminate potential
risk", Under Oregon's Forest Practices Act
the Seate should have the authority to protect
downslope homes and property. The home or
prope~ty owner shouldn't have to file costly
lawsuits co stop dangerous logging practices.
We need your help. Please write letters
dem~nding these changes in Oregon's Forest
Pracuces Act so chat there is protection for
downslope home and property owners. Send
your letters to:
Gov. John Kitzhaber, 254 State Capitol.
Salem, OR 97310
Federal Forest & Resource Policy
Team, Paula Burgess, Director 775 Summer
St. NE, Salem, OR 97310
,
Oregon Department of Forestry, State
Forester's Office, Mr. Jim Brown, 2600 Scace
Street Salem, OR 97310
Roseburg Foresr Products, P.O. Box
1088, Roseburg, OR, 97470
Board of Forestry: David Gilbert, Chair
Eastern Oregon Scace College 1410 L
Avenue La Grande, OR 97850; Y. Sherry
Sheng. Washington Park Zoo, 4001 SW
Canyon Road, Portland, OR 97221; Dick
Baldwin, The Springfield Group, 97
Constantine Place, Eugene, OR 97405;
Wayne Krieger, Skyview Ranch, 95 702
Skyview Ranch Road, Gold Beach, OR,
97444; Brad Wice, Oregon AFL-CIO; 2110
Stace Sc., Salem, OR 97301; Sam Johnson,
1449 SW Davenport Sc., Portland, OR 97201·
'

Howard Sohn, Sun Scuds, Inc., P.O. Box
1127, Roseburg, OR, 97470

Karen Henderson
Umpqua, Ore.
karenh@jeffnec.org

Class Action Lawsuits
Neededto Reform
Logging
To the editor:
' '~7~en

a government fails to protect its
cmzens from foreseeable harm" as in the
. case of Oregon's recent deadly landslides, don't citizens who have suffered financial loss of property and loved ones have the
right to financial compensation?
The proof that irresponsible logging led
~o the lan~shdes that caused these tragedies
is compelling, and class action lawsuits bv
those damaged appear a viable option. The
awarding of large sums by sympathetic juries
may do more to galvanize Oregon's governor
and Legislature to reform the current forest
practices laws than will mere citizen initiatives.
Jessica Mc amara
Seattle, Wash.

they emphasize the innovative nature of the
protection of the Kitlope and the fact chat the
story is far from over.
The valley known to the Haisla people
as Huchsduwachsdu 1 uyem [ees was protected under B.C's Environment and Land
. se Act, not the Park Act. The distinction is
important because the former law made it
possible to institute the joint management
approach that designates the Haisla ration
and the Province of British Columbia as coscewards of the Kiclope, an innovation chat
could not have been authorized under the
Park Act alone.
The joint management agreement prot;_cts 783,000 acres of the million-acre greater
Kitlope ecosystem. Protection of the adjacent
Kowesas watershed would bring the vision of
the Haisla people for the heart of their traditional territory closer to realization. The
Kowesas Watershed Assessment offers scientific support for the Haisla contention chat
the Kowesas must not be logged; with every
reason to expect success in this effort the
Haisla ation will have accomplished the
permanent protection of 90 percent of che
Kitlope ecosystem.
Ecotrust and Interrain Pacific arepleased co have the chance, ch rough our partners the Nanakila Institute and Ecocrusc
Canada, to support the Haisla in this extraordinary effort co protect the largest coastal
temperate rain forest ecosystem on earth.
Edward C. Wolf
Director of Communications, Ecocrusc
Portland, Ore.

Kowesas Story
Needs Clarification
To the editor:
en Margolis's piece, Drawing the Line
(Special Report, January 1997,
Cascadia Times) finally gives the
scope chat the full story of B.C. 's Kitlope
Valley and the Kowesas River deserves. Two
elements of that story merit clarification as

K

Editor's Note: Copies of the Kowesas
Watershed Assessment are available for
$15 from lnterrain Pacific, and can be
ordered by calling (503) 226-8108.
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Rick Bass Mixes Art, Advocacy in
Montana's VaUey of the Yaak
chunk of rhyolite, a shed deer antler, a
bear skull, a heron feather."
But this is not a book of esoteric
ew Year's eve afternoon in
abstractions. It is full of real stories: stodowntown Portland, seeking
ries of life in the woods. Following the
shelter from the downpour, I
tracks of a bear, encountering coyote,
stepped into a bookstore where I
picking berries with a small daughter,
bought a book for a friend and for
waiting for the mail in winter, fishing in
myself, The Book of Yaak. Over the next
the rain. These are stories of the
several days as the rains continued,
"secrets that come in from out of the
causing rivers to overflow their banks,
woods: the health that the grace of the
mud and trees to slide down hills, I read
woods has to offer a community." In all
about the Yaak - the forested valley in
Bass shares his love for what this life has
northwestern Montana where Rick Bass
and his family have made their home.
to offer and gives a palpable sense of
the pleasure he cakes in what he discovI had read about the Yaak before, in
ers there. And framing these stories is a
Winter, Rick Bass's exuberant account of
deep pondering of their place in the
coming to the valley. It is a joyful book
effort to preserve the wildness of those
full of romance and delight so infectious
that I too wanted to move to an unheatwoods.
"What is the value of art?"
ed greenhouse in northern Montana. In
"What is the value of a place?" Bass
impassioned magazine and newspaper
asks.
articles Rick Bass has described the
"Sometime I
plight of the Yaak, how its 471,000 acres,
think that art is like a
of which 150,000 are roadless, are
The Book of Yaak
wolf traveling great
threatened by more logging and roads. I
by Rick Bass, Houghton Mifflin Publishing
distances around the
have the list of names and addresses of
edges of its wide tergovernment officials Rick has handed
Co., 190 pages, $21.95
ritory, and chasing
out at readings and conferences, urging
and hunting down
us to write in support of saving the
the objects of ics
wilderness of the Yaak. But I was unprethe people who live and work there. "I
desire: a deer in the deep snow.
pared for the elegance of this book.
don't want to cake anyone's job away,"
Traveling laterally, across the land, like
Rick Bass is always an eloquent
he says. "But I don't believe clearcutthunder rolling."
writer, an engaging storyteller and careting the last wilderness will save or creThis is the same author who writes,
ful painter of poignant scenes, no less so
ate
jobs; I think failing to protect it will
"Meetings,
meetings
...
Another
visit
to
here. But this book is different. le has a
cost us jobs, and more." Bass knows
the senator's aide . . I drive over to
passionate energy all its own. It's diffithere will always be logging in the valKalispell and bring with me several
cult to articulate exactly how, but he has
ley but believes a way must be found to
made the difficult and important leap stacks of mail from people who want
stop logging's encroachment on the
the
last
wilderness
in
the
Yaak
protectimportant if you're trying to save someremaining wilderness. "It would cease
ed. There's easily enough mail to fill a
thing - from the purely descriptive to
to be the place it is without any more
the activist without being prescriptive in
wheelbarrow, so that's what I do. I emplogging; but it will cease to be the place
a dogmatic, strident or heavy handed
ty the sacks into a red wheelbarrow,
it is, as well, if the wilderness is lose,"
way.
hundreds of letters overflowing and
he writes in his conclusion.
"This book is," Bass says in his
push it into the meeting.
"I think in large part the brittleness
introduction, "a sourcebook, a hand"The aide's face flushes. 'What's
we
feel
when fighting - when advocatthis, a prop?' he demands, and I tell
book, a weapon of the heart." "This is,"
ing - for a place ... comes from the
he suggests, "not really a book. This is
him, 'No, it's realiry.'"
almost totally dependent nature of the
instead an artifact of the woods, like a
Bass's passion for the Yaak includes
relationship: the relative lack of reciprocity. We receive far more nourishment
from the grace of the woods, or
In April 1992, a twenty-four-year-old from the
the spirit of a place, than we are ever
Washington, D.C., suburbs named Chris McCandless
able to return," Bass writes. But there is
walked into the Alaskan wilderness below Mount
nothing brittle here. These essays are
McKinley with a small-caliber rifle and a ten-pound
agile and playful, full of details to be
bag of rice. Four months later, his emaciated corpse
savored.
was found at his campsite by a moose hunter. How
"Here is a list of some of the
McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of
species still found in this place," he
Into The Wild (Anchor Books). Now available in
writes. "Bull trout, gray wolf, woodland
paperback, author Jon Krakauer brings McCandless's
caribou, grizzly bear, wolverine, lynx,
uncompromising pilgrimage out of the shadows, and
fisher, harlequin duck, golden eagle,
the peril, adversity, and renunciation sought by this
bald eagle, torrent sculpin, sturgeon,
enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare
Coeur d'Alene salamander, great gray
understanding.
owl, Westslope cutthroat trout, flammulated owl, short-head sculpin, northern
goshawk, boreal owl, peregrine falcon,
wavy moonwort, Mingan Island moonwort, Townsend's big-eared bat, small
lady's slipper, common loon, sparrow's

by Lizzie Grossman
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egg lady's slipper, kidney-leaved violet,
maidenhair spleenwort, black-backed
woodpecker, round-leaved orchid,
green-keeled cottongrass, bog birch,
crested shield-fern, Spalding's catchfly,
linear-leaved sundew, northern gold-carpet, northern hog lemming, water howellia ... all imperiled, but still here, still
hanging on - numbers be damned as is my love for this place, and my
hopes, in all seasons."
"Art can be its own sort of advocacy
for place; can advocacy - on the other
hand - be art? Some say yes. I don't
know. I'm not sure."
In the instance of this book, I think
he has answered this question in the
affirmative. A copy of this book, the
acknowledgements tell us, has been
delivered to every member of Congress.
(Will they read it; and if so what will
they do or think?)
There has been much discussion
recently about the subjective nature of
wilderness. But as this book amply
shows, wilderness - enough to make a
difference, certainly enough to fight for
- exists surely and solidly as we do,
and we would be diminished by its loss.
We must take Bass's example, keep trying to show that the appreciation of the
aesthetics of a place, its translation into
art and actions as cared for as that art,
must make a difference.

•

Lizzie Grossman writes from Portland,
Oregon.
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Message----------------------~
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Alaska Conservation Alliance and Alaska Conservation Action. Alaska
Conservation Alliance and Alaska Conservation Action are non-profit conservation groups composed of member organizationsthat share a common interest in the wild lands of Alaska and the quality of the state's environment. Theorganizations are searching for an Executive Director with excellent professional and entrepreneurial leadership abilities.The Executive Director will serve as
the chief executive officer of both Alaska Conservation Action and the Alaska
Conservation Alliance, a new organization, and will be responsible to the
Boards of Directors of the two organizations.This is a professional position and
the salary is competitive, based on experience.To apply. mail or fax a resume,
cover letter including salary requirements, three personal references and three
businessreferences no later than Feb. 28th, 1997, to: ACA Search CommitteeCS, 416 First St., #7, Juneau, AK 9980 I or FAX (907) 463-5199. A detailed
position description and list of desired qualifications is available.

Northwest Environment Watch (NEW). a non-profit research
center based in Seattle, Washington, is seeking a communications director to
begin May I. NEW publishes reports three times a year on environmental
issues facing the Northwest. Responsibilities include generating media coverage,
supervising design and production of reports, and arranging public appearances. An ideal candidate will have excellent writing skills, l<nowledge of Pacific
Northwest issues, and experience in press work and publishing. Send a cover
letter, resume and additional supporting materials to: Northwest Environment
Watch, 1402 3rd Ave.,# I 127, Seattle, WA 9810 I. Or call (206) 447-1880 for a
complete job description.
ENVIRONMENTAL

OPPORTUNITIES

Monthly subscription newsletter lists non-profit positions throughout the U.S.
Write/Call for information or a sample copy: EOCN, P.O. Box 4379,Arcata CA
95518; (707) 826-1909.

Amount Enclosed
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JOIN THE
CASCADIA
CLUB!
You can contribute to the growth ·
.of Cascadia Times. With a
n help untli~-

Your vehiclefor business, personal and
professional opportunities in Cascadia.
RATES BY THE WORD.
10 word minimum.
$0.35 per word.
HEADLINES
8 pt= $2.00
11 pt= $3.00
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
$19.00 per column inch
DEADLINES
All entries must be submitted by 15th of the
month preceding publication.
Cascadia Times reserves the right to reject

any ad for any reason.
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A Small Newspaper CAN
Make a Difference.
''

A half-dozen years or so ago, an extraordinary thing began happening in the pages
of the Portland Oregonian, the dominant newspaper in that state: Articles
began appearing that questioned logging as it was practiced by
lumber companies and the Forest Service.
Unheard of Timber is Oregon's life-blood! It will last forever!
A main reason the newspaper began reporting what environmentalists had been worrying about for years was two young
reporters, Kathie Durbin and Paul Koberstein. They provided rocksolid evidence, well-written and impeccably researched, that ancient
forests were disappearing, scores of species were sliding toward
extinction, laws were being flouted, fisheries were being ruined, and
the state's economy was at risk from fool-hardy practices.
Not surprisingly, the ride didn't last forever. Both reporters were forced out by
mid-1994.
The result is the Cascadia Times, a monthly tabloid that concentrates on environmental matters in the upper left-hand corner of the country. We have at hand the July
1996 issue, a "Summer Salmon Reader." and it is superb. Handsome, compact, wellwritten, and informative, as one might expect from talented reporters.
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••• Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
tin Brief, Fa/11998)
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MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Cascadia Times
MAIL THIS FORM TO: Cascadia Times
25-6 NW 23rd Place, No. 406 Portland, OR 97210-3534
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